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Respondent-Appellant Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP (“Cravath”) does not 

oppose Petitioner-Appellee Esther Kiobel’s (“Petitioner”) motion to take judicial 

notice of the serving of her Writ of Summons (“Writ”) in the Netherlands.1 Cravath, 

however, uses its Response to Petitioner’s Motion for Judicial Notice (“Resp.”) to 

argue that service of the Writ undermines the district court’s reasoning, and 

Petitioner’s arguments on appeal. Cravath is wrong.  

Petitioner’s Dutch counsel cannot be faulted for moving expeditiously to 

prosecute her case in the Netherlands. Indeed, her attorneys followed our own ABA 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct: to “act with reasonable diligence and 

promptness in representing a client,” and “make reasonable efforts to expedite 

litigation consistent with the interests of the client.” Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 

1.3, R. 3.2; see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 1 (parties should employ the rules to secure a 

“speedy” determination of an action). Indeed, Cravath previously argued that 

Petitioner’s stated plan to file the Writ was “too speculative to warrant discovery 

pursuant to Section 1782,” A280, and emphasized that it concerned events “more 

than 20 years ago,” A104. Now Cravath argues the opposite: that pursuing her case 

expeditiously should weigh against discovery as well.  

Petitioner has already waited over twenty years for a forum that will hear her 

                                                             
1 To be clear, Petitioner is not seeking judicial notice of the substance of the 

Declaration of Channa Samkalden beyond the facts necessary to authenticate the 

copies of the Writ of Summons submitted. Thus, Petitioner does not understand 

there to be any actual dispute between the parties regarding judicial notice. The 
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claims for her husband’s execution. At this point, Petitioner’s co-plaintiffs in the 

Dutch litigation face increasingly fragile health, and now fear that “further delaying 

litigation in the Netherlands might impede their ability to bring their claim in the 

future.” Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶ 2. And although Cravath acts as though the bedrock 

of the district court’s opinion has collapsed, the district court was well aware that 

Petitioner intended to serve her Writ as soon as possible—originally, by the end of 

2016. A86 ¶ 5. Instead of undermining the district court’s reasoning, service of the 

Writ bolsters it—underscoring the urgency, as the district court identified, for Cravath 

to “pursue its appeal expeditiously.” A293. Cravath’s contrary arguments are meritless.  

First, the need for this evidence—which remains subject to a stay pending 

outcome of this appeal—is still apparent, and the urgency of that need is more acute. 

As the Writ notes, “[t]he substantiation of [the] summons is for an important part 

based on evidence originating from [the U.S.] discovery proceedings.” Writ ¶ 128. 

This includes the protected evidence that the district court ordered produced, 

evidence that Petitioner does not yet have. And although Petitioner served her Writ 

“[t]o avoid further delay”—a delay that occurred in part, due to “anticipation of 

obtaining documents from the United States,” Samkalden Decl., Dkt. No. 96-3, ¶ 2—

it remains “an established fact that the documents requested were submitted [in the 

                                                             
remainder of the Samkalden Declaration is properly submitted as evidence of foreign 

law, which is of course a question of law, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P. 44.1, not a fact subject to 

judicial notice under Federal Rule of Evidence 201. 
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U.S. case] because of their direct relevance to the case.” Writ ¶ 130. Those documents 

are still relevant, and the fact that Petitioner has filed her Writ does not obviate the 

pressing need for them, or the fact that this Petition is the most efficient way to access 

them. See Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶ 7. 

The facts relevant to the district court’s reasoning have not changed. Contrary 

to Cravath’s argument that the opinion below was predicated on the assumption “that 

without this material, Kiobel would not be able to commence proceedings,” Resp. at 

1, the district court actually noted that Petitioner’s “action may be foreclosed before 

there is any opportunity to obtain this discovery directly from Shell in the Dutch 

proceeding.” A284 (emphasis added). This is still the case. Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶ 3. 

In particular, evidence is still urgently needed to contest Shell’s likely 

jurisdictional defense. Samkalden Decl., Dkt. No. 96-3, ¶¶ 5-8. Petitioner’s Dutch 

attorneys have reported from the beginning that they need evidence of cooperation 

between the parent and its Nigerian subsidiary. A86 ¶ 5. And in her Writ, Petitioner 

noted that the American discovery subject to a confidentiality agreement “presumably 

concern[s] Shell’s internal communication and the relationship with as well as the 

management by the parent company.” Writ ¶ 375. Despite the need for this evidence 

to overcome a jurisdictional challenge, Dutch procedural law would not generally 

provide Petitioner a means to obtain this information from Shell prior to a 

jurisdictional decision—Shell largely remains outside a Dutch court’s subpoena 

powers. Samkalden Decl., Dkt. No. 96-3, ¶ 7; Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶¶ 4-6. Thus, 
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the only practical—and plainly most efficient—way to obtain this evidence continues 

to be through Petitioner’s Section 1782 action, underscoring the district court’s 

determination that further delay may still “prejudice her ability to bring an action in 

the Netherlands.” A293; Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶¶ 4-7.  

Cravath’s argument that the Writ states it includes sufficient evidence is pure 

gamesmanship, because Cravath knows full well that Shell is likely preparing to argue 

that the evidence is insufficient to establish jurisdiction. Shell’s attorneys argue here that 

this Court should deny discovery on the grounds that sufficient evidence has already 

been presented, so that Shell can turn around and tell the Dutch court that it has not. 

Unless Shell is willing to waive any arguments against the sufficiency of the evidence 

in the Netherlands, Cravath’s position here should be given no weight. 

Second, serving the Writ has done nothing to cut against the district court’s 

reasoning behind its finding that the first Intel factor—that some of the evidence 

sought may be “unobtainable absent 1782 aid”—weighed in Petitioner’s favor. A284 

(quoting Intel Corp. v. Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 542 U.S. 241, 264 (2004)). The district 

court correctly held that the first factor turns on “the foreign tribunal’s ability to 

control the evidence and order production,” id. (quoting In re Application of OOO 

Promnesfstroy, 2009 WL 3335608, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 15, 2009)), and not, necessarily, 

as Cravath suggests, “whether Shell is ‘a participant in the foreign proceeding.’” Resp. 

at 3 (quoting Intel, 542 U.S. at 264). While simultaneously arguing that “nothing in Intel 

turns on the formalities of another country’s case-initiation procedures[,]” id., Cravath 
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ironically attempts to focus attention on the formality of commencing a proceeding in 

the Netherlands to the exclusion of the district court’s actual reasoning. The district 

court properly considered the ability to access the evidence outside of Section 1782, 

and a foreign court’s control. Nothing in Intel suggests that the first factor turns on 

whether proceedings have initiated, but whether the party that has the documents 

“may be outside the foreign tribunal’s jurisdictional reach[.]” Intel, 542 U.S. at 264. 

Cravath deeply misrepresents Petitioner’s arguments surrounding Intel’s first 

factor—suggesting that Petitioner put forward a reductionist black and white analysis 

of whether the Writ has been filed, and that service of the Writ thus moots her 

arguments. Resp. at 3. But Petitioner focused on whether Shell was “outside of a 

Dutch court’s subpoena powers,” Petitioner Br. at 30, which is still the case. And she 

argued that even if proceedings had already commenced in the Netherlands with Shell 

as a defendant, Section 1782 discovery may still be warranted where, as here, there 

remain barriers to otherwise obtaining the evidence. Petitioner Br. at 31.    

Third, and as noted above and equally relevant to the District Court’s reasoning 

as to the first factor, it is extremely unlikely that a Dutch court has the power to order 

production from Shell at this stage. See Samkalden Decl. ¶ 4-5. Of course, to protect 

her rights, Petitioner’s Writ asks the Dutch court to order Shell to submit the relevant 

documents, and also invokes Section 843a of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure to 

obtain the documents. Writ ¶ 130. But this no more indicates that she will be able to 

obtain them than a plea for relief in a civil complaint indicates that such relief will be 
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ordered. Obtaining documents under Dutch law is difficult at the merits stage, and 

near impossible at the jurisdictional stage, when they will be first needed.  

Even if jurisdiction is ultimately resolved in Petitioner’s favor, it will still remain 

far more challenging and inefficient—perhaps impossible—for her to obtain the 

documents through a Dutch court. See Samkalden Decl. ¶ 4-6. Courts in the 

Netherlands do not commonly order production of documents, and the Dutch court 

maintains limited jurisdiction over Cravath, which is not a defendant. As the district 

court recognized, “even if Kiobel was able to obtain discovery from Shell in the 

Dutch proceeding, not all of the materials that Kiobel seeks are likely to be in Shell’s 

possession.” A284. No doubt, Cravath is making the argument that a Dutch court can 

order production, while protecting its ability to claim that any documents ordered 

produced are subject to a confidentiality agreement that only U.S. courts have 

authority to modify. Furthermore, requesting documents through Section 843a of the 

Dutch Code of Civil Procedure remains just as difficult as Petitioner’s Dutch counsel 

have said throughout. It requires specific knowledge of the documents requested, and 

remains subject to the ability of a producing party to claim that it has “serious 

reasons” against production. See A196 ¶ 8; Samkalden Reply Decl. ¶ 6. Cravath has 

never submitted any evidence to the contrary—again no doubt because its client is 

preparing to argue to the Dutch court that Petitioner is not entitled to any documents. 

 Last, Cravath cites no law suggesting that this Court should do anything other 

than review Judge Hellerstein’s order based on the record before him. While 
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Petitioner believed she had a responsibility to inform the Court of the filing of the 

Writ, its only impact on this appeal is to underline the need for an expedited 

decision—indeed, Petitioner is willing to forgo oral argument to speed up the 

resolution. If Cravath believes that any subsequent developments would change Judge 

Hellerstein’s mind, it is free to pursue this before the district court in a motion for 

reconsideration or relief from judgment. But service of the Writ does not alter 

Petitioner’s need for the evidence, nor the reasoning of the district court that this 

evidence may still be unobtainable absent 1782 aid—as well as the other three Intel 

factors that all weighed in Petitioner’s favor.  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner respectfully requests that this Court grant 

the Motion for Judicial Notice. 

 

Dated: July 24, 2017                        Respectfully submitted, 

 

 /s/Richard L. Herz 

Richard L. Herz2 

Alison Borochoff-Porte 

EarthRights International 

1612 K Street NW, Suite 401 

Washington, DC 20006 

(202) 466-5189 

rick@earthrights.org 

 

Counsel for Petitioner-Appellee  
                                                             
2 Based in Connecticut; admitted to practice only in New York; does not practice in 

the District of Columbia's courts. 
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Declaration of Channa Samkalden, Attorney-at-law in The Netherlands

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I, Channa Samkalden, declare as follows:

1. I am the attorney of Esther Kiobel in litigation arising from human rights violations

carried out by Royal Dutch Shell in- Nigeria. I refer to my previous declarations of 4

October, 11 November 2016, and 5 July 2017. In this declaration I explain the process of

obtaining documents once a writ of summons is served on a defendant.

I stated in my previous declarations that I had intended to bring the lawsuit against Shell

by the end of 2016. On 28 June 2017 I commenced proceedings by serving a writ of

summons on Shell defendants. The need to do so arose because my clients feared that

further delaying litigation in the Netherlands might impede their ability to bring their

claim in the future. This could be the case for example if one of them dies before the writ

is served. In the Netherlands, a case may continue in the name of a complainant if he or

she dies after the writ has been served, but normally not before. Some of the plaintiffs are

of fragile health. Given the time lapse that already occurred, the then uncertain time path

of the current appeal and the fact that we had obtained the larger part of the (non-

confidential) evidence, it has been the wish of my clients that the case was filed before

the appeal is completed.

As explained in our Writ, our clients believe that they have sufficient evidentiary

material to substantiate their claims at the outset. This does not, however, mean they have

sufficient evidence to maintain their claim, and the evidence stayed pending the current

appeal at the Second Circuit remains necessary for a proper administration of justice for

the reasons set forth in my last declaration, including that at this stage, there remains little

recourse for our clients to obtain these documents.

In paragraph 130 of our Writ, we refer to three applicable provisions of the Dutch Code

of Civil Procedure: (1) Section 21; (2) Section 22; and (3) Section 843a. There is no

guarantee that we will be able to obtain the requested evidence through any of these

articles. We assume that Shell will not voluntarily hand over the requested documents

under Section 21. It is extremely rare for a court to order the discovery of documents at

its own motion under Section 22——I have never witnessed this in my 9 years of practice.

Thus, our best chance at receiving the documents through Dutch civil procedure is likely
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via Section 843a, which as I have already described in previous declarations, requires

specification and identification of the (title, subject, and scope or content of the)

requested documents.

If a jurisdictional defence is raised, the court will normally deal with this defence before

deciding on a request for disclosure under Section 843a. Similarly, if I were to try to

obtain the evidence through a separate prior procedure, Shell would likely raise the same

jurisdictional defence - which the Court would need to deal with beforehand. Hence there

is no way for a party to obtain evidence until after the court has made a decision over

jurisdiction if a jurisdictional defence is raised. It is likely that a jurisdictional defence of

Shell will centre on the assumed role of the parent company, while at the same time this

may be expected to form the subject of at least part of the evidence.

Furthermore, a party need not produce requested documents if it has “serious reasons”

not to do so—an exception that also applies to Section 22, limiting a court’s ability to

order production. I attach the English-language text of each article as Exhibit A, and

sections of an English-language written authority on Dutch litigation procedure, Marieke

van Hooijdonk & Peter Eijsvoogel, Litigation in the Netherlands: Civil procedure,

Arbitration and Administrative Litigation (2012), as Exhibit B, which summarizes Dutch

evidence procedures and confirms that “[a]lthough the ability to request documents and

data on the basis of [Section 843a] has been slightly enhanced by the revision of the CCP

in 2002, it is still difficult, and often impossible, to obtain copies of documents or data

which are in the possession of opponents who are unwilling to submit them." Id. at 30.

This text also highlights that Dutch courts have limited ability to compel disclosure: “The

court on its own initiative can also order a party to submit certain documents. However,

if a party does not obey that order, the only thing the court can do is to draw its own

conclusions. It cannot compel disclosure.” Id. at 24.

For these reasons, and the reasons stated in previous declarations, there is no doubt that it

is more efficient to obtain these documents from a US. court, and that it would be useful

to do so. We expect to be able to submit additional evidence obtained—including any

evidence Ms. Kiobel obtains through this Petition—until February or after to respond to

any jurisdictional defence that Shell may raise, and over the course of one to several

years for a main case.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Signed in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

CKanmSaxnkalden 24 July 2017

»'/V
l
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Article 22 
The parties are obliged to fully and truthfully present the facts that are 
relevant to the decision. The judge can draw the conclusion that he 
deems fit from the circumstance that this obligation is not met. 
  
Article 22 
In all phases of the procedure, the judge can order parties, or one of the 
parties, to explain certain assertions or to produce certain documents 
related to the case. The parties can refuse to do this if there are 
important reasons for them to do so. The judge decides whether the 
refusal is justified, in the absence of which he can draw the conclusion 
from it that he deems fit.   
 
Article 843a 
1. Anyone who has records at his disposal or in his custody must allow a 
person with a legitimate interest in doing so to inspect, to have a copy of, 
or to have an extract from, those records that pertain to a legal 
relationship to which he or his legal predecessors are party. "Records" 
includes information recorded on a data medium.  
2. If necessary, the court may determine how an inspection is to be 
conducted or how a copy or extract is to be produced. 
3. Anyone who by virtue of his office, his profession or his relationship 
has a duty of confidentiality need not comply with this request if the 
records are at his disposal or in his custody only for that reason.  
4. Anyone who has the records at his disposal or in his custody need not 
comply with this request if there are serious reasons for not doing so and 
if it may reasonably be assumed that the proper administration of justice 
is safeguarded even if the information requested is not provided.  
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Litigation in the Netherlands

Civil Procedure, Arbitration and
9

Administrative Litigation

By

| Marieke van Hooijdonk and Peter Eijsvoogel

Partners at Allen & Overy Amsterdam

3.. Wolters Kluwer
. Law & Business
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5. EVIDENCE

5.1 Rules of Evidence

5.l.l General

The rules of evidence are laid down in the CCP. They deviate substantially from

the way evidence is dealt with in common law systems such as those in the United

States and the United Kingdom. Not only are there generally no restrictions on the

admissibility of evidence but the concept of discovery or disclosure is also largely
unknown. lt used to be the case that parties could limit themselves to submitting
only evidence that was favourable to them. The CCP restricts this by introducing
the duty honestly to provide a full set of the facts. However, it is recognised that this

duty is not as far-reaching as the concept of discovery and disclosure in the United

States and the United Kingdom.
The court may base its decision only on facts that are not disputed by the par—

ties or that are proven in the course of the proceedings. Furthermore it may use facts

or circumstances that are generally known (such as the exchange rate of the pound
for the euro on a specific day), even if these are not put forward by the parties.83
Facts that are not disputed do not have to be proven and the court must accept them

without question. Facts that are disputed need to be proven, either by documents or

by witnesses. The court is not allowed to add facts on its own initiative.

In general, it is up to the court to assess the evidence presented to it, unless the

CCP stipulates otherwise (see §§ 5.2. l .l and 5.2.2.2).X4

5.1.2 Range of Application

The rules of evidence are applicable to all proceedings initiated by a writ of sum—

mons, both at first instance and in appeals proceedings. They are also applicable
to petition proceedings, unless the nature of the matter prevents this.85 An example
of the nature of the matter preventing the applicability of the rules of evidence is

the second stage of enquiry proceedings (see § 7.2.7.2). Theoretically, the rules

of evidence do not apply in preliminary relief proceedings, but in practice, the

preliminary reliefjudge often applies these. The rules of evidence in principle also

do not apply in arbitration proceedings. In the event that the rules of evidence d0

not apply, the court is free to make decisions on the admissibility of evidence and

on the burden of proof as it deems fit, provided however that the principles of due

process are taken into account (see § 3.4).

83. Art. I49 Rv.

84. Art. 152(2) Rv.

85. Art. 284(1) Rv.
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5. l .3 Burden of Proof

The burden of proof is, in principle, on the party relying on the legal consequences

of certain facts, unless specifically provided otherwise, or unless the requirement
for such proof would be contrary to the principles of reasonableness and fairness.“

The main rule entails that a claimant who claims damages from the other party on

m the basis of an alleged breach of contract will have to furnish the facts (stelplicht)
3d and, if denied by the defendant, will have the burden of proof as regards both the

1e breach and the causal connection between the breach and the damage suffered. If

ly the defendant merely denies the breach or the causal connection, the burden of

1g proof remains with the claimant. But if, for example, the defendant claims he is not

lg liable for the damages due to force majeure, he will have the burden of proof for

is such force majeure.
:d

contract, by excluding certain evidence or shifting the burden of proof.87 Examples
r— 0f specific legal provisions which deviate from the main principle can be found in

ts the fields of employment law and consumer protection.
(1 The risk of not providing sufficient evidence is on the party with the burden
“3

of proof. Once the claimant presents sufficient evidence, the defendant is allowed

n to provide counter—evidence.88 The submission of counter—evidence should be dis-

ir tinguished from a situation in which the burden of proof is actually shifted to the

other party, in deviation of the ground rule: in the first case, the defendant can limit

e himself to submitting sufficient evidence which contradicts the evidence put for—

ward by the claimant while, in the latter case, to prevent the claimant’s statements

from being established as true, he will need to submit sufficient evidence himself

for the facts he is relying on. Another device to lighten the burden of proof for

the claimant is the so—called ‘reversal rule’, which applies in liability cases to the

causal connection between the tort or breach of contract and the damages claimed.

lf damages are claimed as a result of actions which are in breach of a contractual

or statutory provision that was drawn up to prevent the occurrence of a specific
, harm (e.g. traffic rules designed to prevent road accidents), if the violation of the

; norm largely increases such risk and the specific risk subsequently materialises, the

causal link between the action and the damage suffered is presumed. In this case

| it is up to the defendant to submit counter—evidence that the damage would have
I occurred even without such action.”

.\1

\r

a

86.

87.

88.

89.

Litigation in. the Netherlands

Parties are, in most cases, free to deviate from the main evidence principle by

Art. ISO Rv.

Art. 153 Rv.

Art. l51(2) Rv. Unlike the offer for evidence, the offer for counter—evidence need not be specified
(Supreme Court 29 Apr. 20| 1, NJ 20] l, 189, LJN: BP9860).
The ‘rcvcrsal rule’ started with Supreme Court 26 Jan. 1996, NJ I996, 607, LJN: ZCl976 (Dicky
Trading II) and is clarified in Supreme Court 29 Nov. 2002, NJ 2004, 304, LJN: AE7345 (’l‘FS/Neder—
landi'e Spom-wegcn), Supreme Court 29 Nov. 2002, NJ 2004, 305, LJN: AE735] (Kastelijn/Gemeente

2l
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for certain issues be on the claimant and for other issues on the defendant and can

actually shift between them with respect to a single issue during the proceedings.
This is different from most countries with an Anglo—Saxon legal system where the
burden of proof for a specific issue remains with one party throughout the trial.

5. l .4 Admissibility of Evidence

Evidence may be presented in any form, unless stipulated otherwise by law.90 The
most common forms of evidence are documents and witness and expert testimonies
(see § 5.2). There is in principle no limitation on the kinds of evidence which can

be submitted. Even evidence which has been unlawfully obtained can often (though
not always) be admissible as evidence in civil proceedings. Evidence which has
been unlawfully obtained may for instance consist of recordings of private tele—

phone conversations or video recordings of intimate situations, as these recordings
will often be contrary to the right of respect for private and family life as stipulated
in Article 8 ECHR. Recordings of telephone conversations made in the course of
business or video recordings of employees suspected of fraudulent actions will not

generally be seen as unlawful.”| If the evidence submitted to the court is considered
to have been unlawfully obtained, in reaching a decision on admissibility the courts
will balance the interest of arriving at the truth, on the one hand, against the interest
of protection of the other party, on the other hand. The relative importance of these

competing interests is, however, still unclear under current case law.

if it has been lawfully obtained. This may be the case if submission of the evidence
would violate the other party’s right to a private life.92

90.

9].

92.

In short, the above means that in one and the same case the burden of proof can

On the other hand, evidence may sometimes be considered inadmissible, even .

Achtkars‘pelen) and Supreme Court 7 Apr. 2006, NJ 2006, 244, LJN: AU6934 (Bildtpollen/Miedcmu);
Supreme Court 7 Dec. 2007, NJ 2007, 644, LJN: 833670 (Sticliting Mediych Centrum Leeuwardm)-
ln literature there has been much criticism of this doctrine as many scholars believe it is an unneces-

sary and complicated rule that relates to issues which are better resolved by a factual appraisal of the
evidence.

Art. 152( I) Rv. For example, an arbitration agreement can only be proven by a written document (Art.
l02| RV). The same goes for ajurisdiction clause agreed by the parties (Art. 8(5) Rv).
Supreme Court 16 Oct. l987, NJ I988, 850, LJN: AC9997 (Driessen/Vun Gelder) and Supreme C0urt
27 Apr. 200], NJ 2001,42], LJN: AB 1347 (L./Wermekei').
See e.g. Supreme Court 22 Jan. I999, NJ 1999, 715, LJN: ZC283l (Fl/3.).

22
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5.2 Types of Evidence

5.2.1 Documents

5.2.1 .1 Value as Evidence

In principle, all documents may be presented as evidence and it is up to the court

to decide the value of each document. An exception to this principle is that the

contents of ‘authentic deeds’, i.e. documents drawn up by a public official acting
within his official power (such as a civil law notary (notaris) drawing up the (man—

datory) notarial deed on the transfer of shares) are presumed to be correct as regards

the observations and declaration of the official, unless sufficient counter-evidence

is presented."3 Another exception is that the contents of authentic deeds constitute

proof vis-a-vis the parties to the document (however, not vis-a—vis third parties).
In fact, this latter rule also applies to the contents of written documents which are

signed and drawn up for purposes of evidence, but which are not ‘authentic deeds’

Since they are not drawn up by public officials (for example, a contract). However,

if a document is not drawn up by a public official, a party may dispute the signa—
tures on the document, in which case the party that relies on the document must

prove that they are authentic?4 The rule that the contents of a deed constitute proof
between the parties does not apply to a deed of acknowledgement of indebtedness,

unless the deed is written by hand or bears the approval of the debtor, including the

amount being written fully in letters (not in numerals)?5

5.2.1.2 Submission

The party relying on a document is required to submit a copy of it as an exhibit?"

[fa copy is not submitted on a party’s own initiative, it runs the risk that the docu-

ment will not be taken into account by the court. The court is not compelled to

request the submission of documents, even if these documents would be relevant

for its decision."7 In contrast to common law jurisdictions, where the concepts of

discovery or disclosure exist, parties are to a large extent free to submit or withhold

documents. In 2002, however, the duty for both parties to provide a full and truthful

account of the facts was introduced in the CCP.9X The Explanatory Memorandum to

93. Art. 157(l) Rv.

94. Art. 159(2) Rv.

95. Art. |58(l) Rv.

96. Art. 85(1) Rv. In principle, a copy of the document will be sufficient. If the other party disputes the

authenticity of the document. he can ask to inspect the original document.

97. Supreme Court 19 Mar. l9‘)9, NJ I999. 496, LJN: ZC2874 (Tankink/Hartman); Supreme Court 9 Mar.

2012, NJ 2012, 174, LJN: BU9204.

98. Art. 21 Rv.
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the CCP states that this rule is designed to avoid the intentional misrepresentation
of facts.” If the parties do not fulfil their duty to give a full account of the facts, the

court is free to draw Whatever conclusions from this it deems fit, also on its own

initiative.""’ It could, for example, reverse the burden of proof on a specific issue,

Only with respect to the submission of certain specific documents can this duty be

enforced (see § 5.4).”" Although it is not yet clear how far the obligation to disclose
under the CCP extends, it should not be considered obligatory to submit all evidence
which both supports and adversely affects a case. The parties can still provide a

biased picture of the facts, as long as they do not intentionally misrepresent them.

The court on its own initiative can also order a party to submit certain docu—

ments."’2 However, if a party does not obey that order, the only thing the court can

do is to draw its own conclusions. It cannot compel disclosure. Only in proceedings
concerning annual accounts may a court order disclosure of books and documents
the company is obliged to keep, on pain of a penalty (see § 7.5.2)."'3

There is no rule of law stating that all documents submitted as evidence must

be in the Dutch language. In practice, since English is widely spoken in the Nether—

lands, English documentary evidence will usually be accepted in court proceedings
If counsel for one of the parties objects to the use of English documents or the court

so requests, a Dutch translation will need to be submitted.

5.2.2 Witnesses

5.2.2.] General

Witness evidence can be submitted in two forms: by means of a written declaration

of a witness or by witness examination.

Parties may testify on their own behalf, although such testimony can never

lead to conclusive evidence at their advantage, if it is not corroborated by other

evidence.‘04 When a company is one of the litigating parties, the statements of its

managing directors (holding this position at the date of the witness hearing) are

considered as statements on behalf of the company'“5 Certain persons, however,
have the absolute right to decline to give evidence (verschoningsrecht) once they

99. MvT, TK 26 855, No. 3, Art. l.3.3.

[00. Supreme Court 25 Mar. 201 I, RvdW 20| 1,4l8, LJN: BO9675.

|0|. Art. 843a Rv.

102. Arts 22 and |62(l) Rv.

103. Art. |62(3) Rv.

l04. Art. 164(1) and (2) Rv.

|05. Supreme Court 22 Dec. I995, NJ I997, 22, UN: ZCl928 (ReprotechniekHraugott); Supreme C011rt

22 Dec. [995, NJ I997, 23, L]N: ZC l 932 (Masteco/Top—Pharm); Supreme Court 23 May 2008, JB”

2008,41, LJN: BB3733 (E&T/Milieutechniek).
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appear in court.“"’ These include attorneys (see § 5.3), civil law notaries, doctors

and clergymen. Accountants, bankers and tax advisers do not have the right to in-

voke such a privilege. Certain family members of the litigating parties and persons

who could criminally implicate themselves or their close family members by their

testimony also have the right to refuse to give evidence.

Unlike documentary evidence (including written witness statements) which

can be submitted to a court on a party’s own initiative, witness examinations can

only be held on the basis of a court order. If a party offers to produce evidence by
witnesses, the court must allow this, provided that the offer concerns challenged
facts which may be decisive to the case and has been specified sufficiently.107 Es—

pecially in appeal an offer for evidence must specify the arguments to which it

relates, and, if possible, the name(s) of the witnesses. The court cannot refuse to

hear witnesses on the basis of a prediction of what a witness will testify. A court

order will usually take the form of an interim judgment. In this judgment, the court

will determine which facts one or each of the parties should prove and on which

day the witness examinations should take place.”

5.2.2.2 Value as Evidence

Witness testimonies do not have special value as evidence. Consequently, the

general rule, that it is up to the court to decide the value of each statement (see §

5.2.1.1), applies.
An exception applies to statements of the parties made on their own behalf

in witness hearings. Such statements can only be considered as corroborative evi-

dence. The rule that a statement on a party’s own behalf can only be considered

as corroborative evidence only applies if the statement is used as evidence for a

fact in relation to which that party has the burden of proof. It does not apply if the

statement is used to contradict the evidence of another party bearing the burden of

proof.109 This exception does not apply to written declarations from a party although
in practice, in deciding the value of the statement, the court will certainly take into

account that it is a party statement.l '0

5.2.2.3 Written Witness Declarations

It is for the parties to decide whether they wish to submit a written witness declar—

ation. There is no obligation to submit such statement, not even prior to a witness

”)6. Arts ”15(2) and ”15(3) Rv.

I117. An. 1mm Rv.
“iii. Art. “36(2) RV.

“*9. Supreme Court I? Jan. 2003. NJ 21103. 176. LJN: AFUIS‘)(Durimfk/Pumam).
llU. Supreme Conn 24 Jan. 21:03. NJ 2{ 303, me. LJN: A159334 (Adrirfht'mr’kflt’k)-

25
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hearing. However, written witness declarations, usually drawn tip with the help

of counsel of the party who relies on the witness, are quite often submitted. Such

statements must be considered as regular documentary evidence for which it is up

to the court to decide their value.

Witness statements may be submitted to the Rotterdam District Court pursu-

ant to the Office Statement Regulation (Regeling inzake kantoorverklaringen) of

the Supervisory Board of the Rotterdam Bar Association. This regulation allows

parties to hear witnesses in their counsel’s offices rather than during a formal court

hearing, if they both consent to such proceedings. As with regular documentary
evidence, it is up to the court to decide the value ofa statement drawn up in accord-

ance with this procedure. However, the fact that counsel for both sides have the

opportunity to question the witness may lend more weight to a statement drawn up

in this way than to a written statement drawn up by one party only.lll

5.2.2.4 Witness Hearings

The party which is ordered in an interim judgment to give evidence is responsible

for calling the witnesses. This is usually done through a letter served by a bailiff.

Each person who is called as a witness is obliged to appear in court on the date set

by the court and to give testimony."2 If a witness does not adhere to this request,

he could ultimately be committed to prison for failure to comply with a judicial

order.l|3 Parties to the proceedings who refuse to testify on their own behalf can,

however, not be committed for failure to do so.

A witness who does not appear may be ordered to reimburse the expenses

of a party connected with the calling of the witness and may also be liable for

damages.“4 A more effective way to induce a witness to appear is to request his ap—

pearance in preliminary relief proceedings on pain of a penalty.”5 Penalties cannot

be imposed on a witness who refuses to testify on his own behalf.”)

The witness hearing takes place before one judge. This is usually the judge

who was involved in delivering the interim judgment, and as far as possible, this

judge will also be involved in delivering the final judgment.['7 Except for witnesses

testifying on their own behalf, a witness cannot attend other witness hearings prior

lll. 'l’his regulation was iim'udutretl in 20114 mainly in an attempt to eliminate the Rotterdam Cnulffi

hacklug. and is now mainly usml in shipping cases. Cutllmcl l'ur boll'l parties are present at Ihu “heat

ing' and can question the witnesses. Willtesses are requested by cnunsel In cultlirm lhal the)“ are
telling the truth. but Ihcy are nnl officially swum in, Al the end of the hearing it written strut-men! IE

'

prepared and signed by the witness.

1 l2. Art. |65(|) Rv.

113. Art. I73 RV.

I14. Art. 178 Rv.

I [5. Supreme Court l8 May 1979, NJ I980, 2|3, LJN: AC6585 (Hulskorte/Van der Lek).

1 l6. Supreme Court 6 Apr. 2012, NJ 20l2/363, LJN BV3403 (Claimants/Karadzic).

Art. l55(l) RV.
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to being heard himself. After the witness has taken the oath (ea!) or made a solemn

affirmation (belofte), it is the judge who asks the witness questions. Counsel for

each party can then ask additional questions.llx The court may decide that questions
do not have to be answered, for example when they are irrelevant for the issue in

respect of which the order to produce evidence was given. Officially, the hearing is

conducted in the Dutch language. If a witness speaks a foreign language, the party

calling the witness should have an interpreter present. In practice, if the witness

speaks English, the judge speaks English as well and if none of the parties objects
to the use of the English language, the judge may decide to question the witness in

English.
The Dutch courts do not use or allow court reporters to report literally what

each witness says. The witness’s answers are summarised by the judge and set out

in a report (which will always be in Dutch). The report will be read to the witness

and (through his counsel) he can then make changes to the report.“ Finally, the

report will be signed by the witness, the judge and the court clerk. A witness who

intentionally gives a false declaration commits perjury and can be prosecuted.”
In general, the whole setting in which Dutch witness hearings are conducted

is less adversary than is often seen in courts in the United States or the United

Kingdom.

5.2.2.5 Preliminary Witness Hearing

Parties may request a court to order that witnesses are heard prior to or at any

stage during the proceedings'“ Preliminary witness hearings (voorlopig getuigen—
verhoor) should be distinguished from depositions under US law, as they are

conducted before the court. These hearings are especially helpful in cases where

the claimant is not yet sure whether he has enough evidence to initiate proceedings
against a potential defendant. However, such hearings can also be used to hear

witnesses soon after the disputed facts to avoid evidence from getting lost. The

request should be filed by a petition to the court in the place where the majority of

the witnesses are domiciled, or to the court which would be competent to hear the

case if proceedings were initiated. The petition should list the nature of the claim,
the facts to be proven and the names of the potential witnesses and defendant.‘22

Although the (potential) defendant can object to such a request, the court usually

H8. Art. I79 Rv.

H9. Art. 180 Rv. If the changes deviate malerially from what the witness testified before, the judge may
be asked to make a note of this in the report.

120. Art. 207 Penal Code (Wetboek van Strufrecht).
l2l. Art. 186 Rv.
l22. Art. 187 Rv.

27
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grants a hearing'23 and there is no right of appeal against this.‘24 The provisions

regarding standard witness hearings also apply to preliminary witness hearings.‘25

Against the background of the purpose of preliminary witness hearings, the

Supreme Court has decided that in principle no restrictions can be imposed by the

court on the number of witnesses to be heard or the questions posed to the wit-

nesses. The defendant has the right to submit counter—evidence, not only to support

his position on the merits of the case, but also to discredit the witnesses already
heard.126

5.2.3 Experts

5.2.3.] General

If there are issues in dispute on which a court would like to get an expert opinion,
it can order that an expert be appointed to produce a report on the specific issues

it has identified or order that an expert should be heard. Such an order can also be

issued at the request of one of the parties,‘27 but unlike in the case of a request for

a witness hearing, a court is under no obligation to grant a request for an expert’s

report or for a hearing of experts.

It is the court that decides who shall be appointed as expert(s). However, it must

first discuss this with the parties. The expert who is finally appointed by the court is

obliged to fulfil his obligations impartially. If necessary, the parties must cooperate

with the expert, who is required to allow the parties to comment and make requests

during the investigation. The parties are usually asked to provide written comments

on the draft report. The final expert’s report must be duly reasoned and indicate that

the parties have had a reasonable opportunity to give their views.lzx

The court is not bound by the expert’s report, which has no specific value as

evidence. However, in practice, it will rely heavily on this report in rendering its

judgment. 1f the court does not follow the expert’s advice, the required extent of

the reasoning of its decision will depend on the nature and extent of the parties’

objections to the report'”

Compared to ten years. ago, there is some more room for courts to deny a ruqucsl; Supreme Court 11

Feb. 2005, NJ 2005, 442. L] N: AR6809 (fur-«1,1: Pmph- MurcrtSlr‘el‘i.riiig Flm’r'ride)‘, Supreme Court 21

Nov. 2008, NJ 2008, 608, UN: BF3938 (Utlo/Remmlt Nissan).

Art. 188(2) Rv.

Art. 189 Rv.

Supreme Court 16 Dec. 201 |, NJ 2012, 316, LJN: BU3922 (Boekhoorn/Cyrte Investments).

Art. 194 Rv.

Arts 198(1) and 198(2) Rv.

Supreme Court 5 Dec. 2003, NJ 2004, 74, UN: AN8478 (Stic‘hting Nieuw Vredenburgh/Nié‘uwe
Hollandsehe Lloyd Schadeverzekering).
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